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ABOUT THIS PROGRAM
Woolworths Cricket Blast Health & PE (WWCB HPE) is Cricket
Australia’s new development program for primary schools.
This program aligns the the Australian Curriculum and is an
integral part of the Australian Cricket Strategy aiming to grow
participation and provide quality experiences for all students.
WWCB HPE has been built on the foundations of the Australian
Curriculum, the Australian Sports Commission Physical Literacy
Standard and the Australian Cricket Coaching Philosophy.
These foundations combined have created an inclusive and
engaging program with a core focus on ‘learning through play’.
WWCB HPE has five stages, Foundation, Grade 1-2, Grade 3-4,
Grade 5-6 & Grade 7-10. Each stage includes clearly identified
progressions which allows students of all skill levels and abilities to
develop skills in a fun and safe setting. Our Woolworths Cricket Blast
equipment makes it easy to adapt lessons to meet the development
needs of each student.
We know you and your students will in enjoy our new program.
We thank you for choosing Cricket.

5 STAGES OF THE PROGRAM
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1
FOUNDATION

2
GRADE 1-2

3
GRADE 3-4

1

GRADE 5-6

5
GRADE 7-10

Do I need to
know cricket
to deliver this?

Using this resource
1

be adjusted to suit the needs of the teacher.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Focus Questions

Prompting questions to get students to link
the activity to the learning intention.

Corresponding
traffic light
9

Complex and
challenging activity
for stretching
students.

Classroom Activities

Suggested curriculum aligned classroom activities
to complement the WWCB HPE program.

C
 oaching points

Technical focus for deliverers to refer to
during the activity.

Simple activity.

5-10 minutes

Spirit of Cricket
The overarching respect based theme for each week.

45-60mins is recommend for each session and can
be scaled to whatever time period and equipment
you have. A traffic light system has been provided
to indicate set up time, and activity complexity.

Some complexity
involved in this
activity.

Physical Literacy

The element of physical literacy that the activity
focuses on in addition to the skill development
aspects of the activity.

Warm up, plus 3 activities.

3-5 minutes

Australian Curriculum Link

Our suggested link to the Australian Curriculum. Please
note that these are just suggestions and teachers can
cater lessons to meet their own learning objectives.

Session Plan

Under 3
minutes

Equipment
What you need to deliver each activity.

CLICK HERE

Set Up Time Complexity
Required

Activity

The name of the activity which will have a
corresponding activity card explaining how
the activity is delivered.

Delivering a WWCB HPE program in your school
is easy. This resource caters for all teachers from
‘first timers’ to ‘cricket experts,’ by providing detailed
lesson plans, activity guides and equipment lists,
as well as the flexibility for teachers to build their
own program. With suggested links to the Australian
Curriculum, and access to cricket equipment through
our school ambassador program, delivering cricket
in schools has never been easier.
For additional resources

Time
Recommended time for activity, but can

1

3

2

5

4

6
7
8

2
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Australian Curriculum
& Physical Literacy
Cricket Australia’s new Woolworths Cricket Blast
Health & PE program has been developed in
alignment to the Australian Curriculum, Australian
Sports Commission Physical Literacy Framework, the
Australian Cricket Coaching Philosophy & the Spirit
of Cricket. These lessons have been designed for ease
of delivery and to enhance a teacher’s capacity to
achieve curriculum outcomes.

Coaching Physical Literacy reminds teachers to
develop learners in a holistic way, integrating the
psychological, social, and cognitive aspects of
movement along with the physical.
Deliverers need to consider physical literacy when
running a session as this will increase the likelihood
of students engaging in cricket. Physically literate
students are more likely to continue the sport beyond
the school program.

PHYSICAL
LITERACY
FRAMEWORK

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM

THE
SPIRIT OF
CRICKET

australian
cricket
coachinG
philosophy

3

Created in
alignment with…
The Australian
Sports Commission
More info can be found at:

CLICK HERE

The Australian
Curriculum:
Health and Physical
Education
More info can be found at:

CLICK HERE
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Australian Cricket

Schools Service Proposition
We make it easier for schools to deliver
curriculum outcomes & create a healthy,
active culture through cricket

Engaging Curriculum
Use cricket to invigorate your curriculum
by delivering fun and unique learning
opportunities for you students.

DELIVERY SUPPORT AND REWARD
Join our School Ambassador network and
gain access to the support, resources and
knowledge you need to easily deliver cricket
inspired content, whilst also being rewarded
for your efforts.

STRENGTHEN YOUR CULTURE
Amplify your school’s sporting culture to
embed regular physical activity into your
student’s lives.
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AUSTRALIAN CRICKET
SCHOOL PATHWAY
SCHOOL AMBASSADOR
PROGRAM

MASCOT CHALLENGE

ALL TEACHERS

GRADE F – 2

The program aims to enhance a
teachers capacity to deliver on
curriculum outcomes whilst getting
students healthy and active.

A free 4 week program that has
students spending 10 mins a day
developing fundamental motor skills
that will lay the foundation for them
to lead a healthy and active life.

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

School cup

HEALTH & PE

GRADE 3 – 10

GRADE F – 10

GRADE 3 – 10

Boys and girls get the opportunity
to bat, bowl and field in four action
packed games of cricket in an
active and social setting – all on the
one day in a gala day format.

A four week curriculum aligned
program that is fun and exciting for
students of all abilities and is simple
for teachers to deliver, regardless
of your cricket knowledge.

Aligned to the Australian Curriculum,
Cricket Smart helps students to
grasp and retain knowledge using
cricket as a teaching tool.

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

SPORTING SCHOOLS

Cricket smart

ORGANISED SCHOOL CRICKET

GRADE F – 12

GRADE 5 – 12

The Australian Sports Commission (ASC)
has partnered with Cricket Australia to
deliver sport before, during and after
school hours, via the network of aligned
organisations, coaches and teachers.

Aligned to the Australian Cricket Junior
Pathway, these inter-school crickets
competitions provide boys and girls the
opportunity to play competitive cricket
at school with their peers.

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

For more information on these programs, please visit community.cricket.com.au/schools
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PROUDLY
PRESENTED BY

CHANGE IT
The CHANGE IT Approach is applicable to all WWCB HPE activities, ensuring activities are
engaging & adaptable for students of all abilities. View our video on the CHANGE IT approach at
https://community.cricket.com.au/schools/CricketBlastHPE

C
H
A
N
G
E

Coaching

I
T

Inclusion

yy Facilitate student centred coaching.
yy Modify your teaching style to suit the needs of each
student – instructions, demonstrations, feedback.

HOW & WHY
CHANGE IT?

How to score

SAFETY

yy Vary how to score so everyone can be included.

Use CHANGE IT to ensure the playing
environment is a safe one.

yy Use it to make activity easier or harder

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Area
Modify the playing area to:
yy change the
intensity of play
yy highlight tactical plays

Use CHANGE IT to progressively
develop skills (easier – harder).
yy make an activity
easier/harder
yy make the activity safer.

Number of STUDENTS

Use CHANGE IT to
yy provide variety
yy maintain interest
yy experience different equipment.

yy Highlight tactical plays.
yy Use CHANGE IT to make activity more inclusive.

technical development
yy Use CHANGE IT to develop technique
in the game context.

Game rules
Vary to:
yy make it easier or harder
yy highlight a skill or
tactical aspect

VARIETY

yy vary the game experience
yy make it inclusive
yy see also ‘H’ and ‘N’.

yy Use ‘discrete coaching’ off to the side, if
and when required with selected students.

ACTIVITY LEVEL
Use CHANGE IT to change the
intensity or duration of the activity.

Equipment
Use different equipment to:
yy broaden the range of playing experience
yy make the activity easier/harder
yy suit the abilities of all the children.

TACTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Use CHANGE IT to progressively
develop tactical skill and thinking.

INCLUSION

yy Student centred coaching using CHANGE IT.
yy Adapt or modify different aspects of the activity
so that everyone is included.

Use CHANGE IT to
yy include all
yy provide challenges that
match ability levels
yy foster teamwork.

Time
yy Vary the duration to impact on the volume
and intensity of the activity.
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CRICKET – A SPORT FOR ALL
Cricket is a sport for all Australians regardless of gender, cultural
background, religion or ability. Cricket Australia’s ‘A Sport for All’
program is an award-winning diversity and inclusion program
that provides expert tools and training to grow sustainable
inclusive participation at clubs, associations and beyond,
catering to meet the needs of Australia’s diverse communities.
For more information on this program, please see the website
cricketaustralia.com.au/about/diversity-and-inclusion/
a-sport-for-all.
The WWCB HPE program has been designed to cater for
students of ALL abilities. Our cricket staff are trained to adjust the
program to ensure the best experience for all students regardless
of ability. In each of the activities in this handbook you will see
levels of progression in the ‘Change it Up’ section. These can be
used as a starting point to increase or decrease the difficulty of
activities. Remember no program is one-size fits all, so customise
and modify to ensure all students can be involved.

Assistance
If you require any assistance or tips
on integrating students from diverse
backgrounds, including students with
a disability in your WWCB HPE program,
please contact our Cricket Blast Helpdesk
on the below details:
Email
schoolambassadors@cricket.com.au
Phone
1800 CRICKET (274 2538)

The Spirit of Cricket
Australians are justifiably proud of the place cricket has in their daily lives. However, what is equally
important to all of us involved in this great game, is the way that it is played and the manner in which
all cricketers conduct themselves. The Spirit of Cricket involves respect for:
yy Your teammates.
yy Your opponents.
yy The role of the teacher.
yy The game’s traditional values.
In Woolworths Cricket Blast Health and PE
this means students do the following:
yy Respect yourself
I always give maximum effort during games and activities
yy Respect your teammates
I am a helpful, supportive and respectful teammate.
yy Respect diversity and inclusion
I include and work well with everyone involved.
yy Respect the game, its volunteers and your teachers
I respect the game, it’s officials, volunteers and teachers who help.
In every session there is a focus area for the Spirit of Cricket. Challenge students to focus on learning
these behaviours during this block and beyond. Call out when you see this behaviour and even have
a Spirit of Cricket student of the week, who most exemplifies this focus area.
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Program Equipment
Cricket School Ambassadors receive access to
discounted equipment at Cricket Australia’s online shop.
To access the shop please CLICK HERE

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT FOR 24 STUDENTS

12 BATS

8 STUMPS

2 ROPES (20M)

23 CONES

2 LARGE SCORCHER BALLS

24 RUBBER CRICKET BALLS

6 HIGH BOUNCE BALLS

1 CRICKET BLAST BAG
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Cricket Australia
Teacher PD
Cricket Australia National Teacher Professional
Development program has been designed to
give teachers the knowledge and confidence to
easily deliver cricket programs in their schools.
This practical program covers –
yy Linking sport to the Australian Curriculum.
yy Innovative ways to amplify your fielding
and striking lessons.
yy Student centred approach to cricket lessons.
yy How to cater to students of all abilities.
yy Learning through play.
yy Maximising engagement to achieve
learning outcomes.
Sign up today at community.cricket.com.au/schools
Or call 1800 Cricket (274 2538)
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MASCOT

CHALLENGE

The Mascot Challenge is a
4-week program that has kids
spending 10 mins a day developing
fundamental motor skills that will
lay the foundations for them to
lead a healthy and active life.

IT’S FOR ALL KIDS FROM
FOUNDATION TO GRADE 2
AND IT’S FREE!

It is designed to be delivered by
classroom teachers, but can also
be implemented in Daily P.E. or as
part of a HPE program.

WHAT DO YOU RECEIVE?
yy All equipment/resources provided.
yy Classroom kit includes:
A stress ball for each student, and all program instructions.
TO REGISTER PLEASE CLICK HERE
For more information on these programs, please visit community.cricket.com.au/schools
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Coaching Tips
for TEACHERS
BATTING
Watch the Ball

Move

Free Swing

yy When batting,
students need
to watch the
ball closely from
the point the bowler
releases it until
after they have
hit it or left it.

yy Move the front foot
towards the ball.

yy A student should be
able to swing their
bat freely and easily
to score runs.

yy Bend the knees to
maintain balance.

yy The bat should be the
appropriate weight
and size for the
student, allowing them
to strike the ball with
the full face of the bat.

FIELDING
Catching
yy Soften hands.
yy Watch the ball
all the way into
their hands.
yy Cup hands
together and give
with the ball.

Throwing
Overarm throw

Move to catch/
control

yy Stand side onto
yy As the bowler
target (surf position).
runs in to bowl, all
students should be
yy Point at the target.
alert and in position,
yy Bend the knees
moving towards
slightly.
the batter.
yy Throw the ball
towards the target.

BOWLING
GRIP

Straight arm

Follow through

yy Grip the ball by
making ‘bunny ears’
down the seam of
the ball.

yy Stretch the arm
as high as possible.

yy Once the bowler has
let the ball go, they
need to continue in
a straight line until
their body returns to
a vertical position.

yy Brush the ear and
release the ball with
a straight elbow.
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Program Overview
SESSION

Session

1

Session

2

ACTIVITIES AND GAMES

1. Crocodile Creek
2. Tunnel Tag
3. Derby Cones
4. In The Water

1. Red Rover
2. Hurricane Handling
3. Target Take Down
4. Clear Your Cricket Backyard

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
ALIGNMENT

LEARNING
INTENTION

EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED
Balls = 10

Develop and
understand
Fundamental
Movement skills
used in cricket.

ACPMP025

Cones = 20

ACPMP032

Stumps = 4 sets

ACPMP029

Ropes = 2
Bats = 4

Develop and
understand the
concept of ‘pick
up and throwing’
towards a target.

Balls = 1 per student
ACPMP025

Cones =20

ACPMP027

Ropes = 2
Scorcher Balls = 2

SPIRIT OF
CRICKET
Respect yourself
I always give
maximum effort
during games
and activities.
Respect your
team mates
I am a helpful,
supportive
and respectful
team mate.

Balls = 1 per student

Session

3

1. Captains Circuit
2. Catching All Stars
3. Batting Blast
4. Knock ’em Down, Build ’em Up

Integrate ball
tracking & footwork
in fielding and
striking contexts.

Cones =20
ACPMP025

Ropes = 2

ACPMP029

Scorcher Balls = 2
Stumps = 6 sets

Respect diversity
and inclusion
I include and work
well with everyone
involved.

Bats = 6

Session

4

1. Yes No Wait
2. Bowling FUNdamentals
3. Skills Races
4. Renegade Relays

Demonstrate
ability to bowl with
a straight arm
towards a target.

ACPMP031
ACPMP030
ACPMP028

Balls = 1 per student
Cones =20
Stumps = 6 sets
Bats = 6

Respect the game,
its volunteers and
your teachers
I respect the
game, its officials,
volunteers and
teachers who help.

Australian Curriculum Focus Areas
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ACPMP025

Perform fundamental movement skills in a
variety of movement sequences and situations

ACPMP027

Create and participate in games
with and without equipment

ACPMP028

Discuss the body’s reaction to
participating in physical activity

ACPMP029

Incorporate elements of effort, space,
time, objects and people in performing
simple movement sequences

ACPMP030

Use strategies to work in group situations
when participating in physical activity

ACPMP031

Propose a range of alternatives and
test their effectiveness when solving
movement challenges

ACPMP032

Identify rules and fair play when
participating in physical activities

Woolworths Cricket Blast
Health & PE – Grade 1 -2 Program
Session 1 – Skill Development
Fundamental Movement Skills & Team Building (45-60 Mins)
Learning Intention

TIME

Develop and understand Fundamental Movement skills used in cricket
AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM

Physical
Literacy
Coaching Focus

Activity

EQUIPMENT

Crocodile Creek

1 ball each, 2 ropes
or marked lines

ACPMP025

Self-Regulation
(Physical)

4+ cones or
marked lines

ACPMP032

Engagement
& Enjoyment

(SEE PAGE 13)

Basic
Coaching Tips

Warm Up
0-10 min

yy

Simple FMS - Jump,
jog, hop, skip & run.

yy

Spatial awareness.
Look before you run.

yy

Vary locomotion skills.

yy

Bend the knees.

yy

Step, flip cone in
one motion.

yy

Grip the ball firmly.

yy

Watch the ball
into your hand.

Skills Activities

10-20 min

Tunnel Tag

20-30 min

Derby Cones

1 ball each, lots of
cones (approximately
1 each)

ACPMP029

Coordination

30-40 min

In the Water

1 ball each, 2 ropes
or marked lines

ACPMP025

Confidence

Respect Yourself – I always give maximum effort in games and activities.

Focus Questions

Suggested Classroom Activity

1.	What are some of the physical changes to your body when
participating in Cricket Activities?

ACPPS020
Examine health messages and how they relate to health
decisions and behaviours.

2. Why do we need to have soft hands when catching?
3. Why do we need to bend our knees when fielding a ball?

EQUIPMENT

20

20

Find our video resources at community.cricket.com.au/schools
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2

CROCODILE
CREEK
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Whole class

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Crossing Crocodile Creek

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

yy

Nominate sides as ‘creek crossings’, students
must follow the teacher’s movement or skill
instructions to cross Crocodile Creek.

yy

Challenge students to cross Crocodile Creek
by jumping, leaping, hopping or skipping.

Level 2 – Obstacles
Equipment

yy

1 ball each, 2
ropes or lines
marked on the
ground/court

Instructions
yy

Students ‘follow the leader’ (teacher) as they move and balance along
the ropes/lines around ‘Crocodile Creek’.

yy

Use the ‘Change It Up’ options to engage and challenge students
by adding obstacles, challenges and point scoring systems for
successfully maneuvering Crocodile Creek.

yy

Get creative and ask the students for their suggestions!

yy

Simple FMS - Jump, jog, hop, skip & run.

yy

Stump bases = Crocodiles
– must be jumped over

yy

Cones = Valances
– must be hopped over

yy

Hula Hoops = Islands
– must land and balance in with one foot

yy

Ropes = Vines
– must be balanced along

Level 3 – Ball Handling
yy

Introduce balls, each student holds their ball
as the move around Crocodile Creek.

yy

Each time a participant passes an obstacle
or reaches a turn, they must complete a
ball handling challenge including; figure 8s,
ball wraps around your ankles/waist/head,
yo-yo catching, throw clap and catch.

yy

Get creative and come up with your
own movement and ball handling instructions
and routines.

Movement demonstration is key.

Coaching

Introduce cricket equipment as obstacles
to challenge students as the move around
Crocodile Creek;

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Ask students to come up with a new locomotive skill
for each side of the square.

BALANCE ALONG THE CREEK

STEP – LEAP – JUMP THE VOLCANOES AND ADD IN BALL HANDLING – CATCHING
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CHANGE IT UP!

Tunnel Tag

Level 1 – Locomotion
yy

The teacher calls out a specific movement
and all runners must respond accordingly
(running, hopping, jumping, bounding,
running backwards etc).

Level 2 – Lakes and Islands
skill
Focus
Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Group
Size

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Whole class

Equipment
4 cones to
create a playing
area & 1 ball
per runner

yy

Using cones, create small ‘lakes’ or ‘islands’
in the playing area.

yy

Lakes are out of bounds and taggers and
runners must dodge around them.

yy

Islands are safe zones where runners may
not be tagged. Runners may only stay on
an island for 3 seconds.

yy

To provide a further challenge, runners
attempt a ball handling challenge when
they are on an island.

Instructions
yy

2 or more students are taggers.

yy

Everyone else are runners and avoid being tagged.

Level 3 – Last Person standing

yy

Each runner has a ball.

yy

Taggers have balls, runners do not.

yy

If a runner is tagged, they stand stationary, with their legs spread apart,
creating a tunnel, and hands on heads.

yy

yy

Runners free students that have been tagged by rolling the ball through
the “tunnel”, legs, and gathering the ball on the other side.

While holding the ball taggers can tag runners
but can’t run. Instead they must throw the ball
to one another to move about the field.

yy

yy

Rotate taggers once all runners have been tagged or every minute.

Once a runner is tagged they become
a tagger.

yy

If runners are finding the activity too challenging, reduce the number of
taggers or introduce a slower movement style such as power walking.

yy

Introduce more balls as more students
become taggers.

yy

The last runner wins.

Coaching
yy

Watch the ball into your hands.

yy

Soft hands when catching.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Ensure the area is
large enough to move
around safely.

What can you feel happening to
your body when you run around?
Does it get easier or harder?

15m

15m
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CHANGE IT UP!

DERBY CONES
skill
Focus
Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Group
Size

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Whole class

Level 1 – Individual Challenge
yy

Students don’t compete in teams, instead they
see how many cones they can individually turn
in 1 minute and then try to beat that score the
following game. Students may not turn the
same cone more than once.

yy

If you have different coloured cones,
challenge students to see how many different
colours they can turn in 1 minute.

Equipment
1 ball each,
lots of cones
(approximately
1 each)

Instructions

Level 2 – Movement
yy

Each time a student turns a cone, they must
perform a movement challenge (tuck jumps,
star jumps, hop etc) before they move to
their next cone.

yy

The first cone they perform 1 repetition,
the second cone they perform 2 repetitions,
and so on.

yy

Challenge students to see how many cones
they can turn/repetitions they can complete
in the allocated time.

yy

Get creative with your movement instructions.

yy

Divide students into two teams, “bowls” and “pyramids”.

yy

Spread cones across the playing area, half are upside down (bowls)
and half are the right way up (pyramids).

yy

Students race to turn cones to match their teams nominated position.

yy

Cones must be turned with hands.

yy

Cones can’t be protected or guarded.

Level 3 – Ball Bouncing

yy

The team with the most cones matching their nominated position at
the end of the game wins.

yy

yy

Make it easier by beginning with power walking.

Introduce balls. Place balls sitting on top
(pyramids) or inside (bowls) some or all
the cones.

yy

When a student turns a cone with a ball,
they bounce the ball to themselves as
they move to the next cone.

yy

Once at the next cone, they place the ball
either on or in that cone.

yy

Try 2 handed bounce catches, one hand
and alternate hands.

Coaching
yy

Bend the knees when flipping the cones.

yy

Be aware of your surroundings.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

What cricket skill or movement is like bending down and flipping cones?

yy

How can we make this activity harder?

Ensure cones are not set
up too close together.
Spread them out to prevent
student collisions.
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CHANGE IT UP!

In the Water

Level 1 – No balls
yy

Make the game easier by starting without
balls and provide slow and simple instructions.

Level 2 – Movement

skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball each, 2
ropes or lines
marked on the
ground/court

Instructions
yy

Students line up along the same side of the rope or line marking,
each holding a ball.

yy

The area behind the rope is “out of the water”, the area in front
of the rope is “in the water”.

yy

Students start “out of the water”.

yy

The teacher calls “in the water” or “out of the water” and students
respond accordingly, jumping over the rope to the corresponding side.

yy

The teacher makes their calls faster and faster and varied to
challenge students.

yy

If a student jumps or balances into the wrong side they take 3 steps
back and complete 5 figure 8s between their knees with their ball,
or an alternative ball handling routine, then rejoin the game.

Coaching
yy

Watch the ball into your hands.

yy

Soft hands when catching.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Who has an idea for a ball handling routine?

yy

How can we make the routine easier or harder?

18

yy

Introduce more instructions including ‘on
the rope’ or ‘split’, with 1 foot on either side
of the rope.

yy

Vary the movement from jumping to
hopping and alternating feet.

Level 3 – Ball Handling
yy

Introduce ball handling routines between
movements including; figure 8s, ball wraps
around your ankles/waist/head, yo-yo catching,
throw clap and catch.

yy

Get creative and come up with your own
movement and ball handling routines.

Woolworths Cricket Blast
Health & PE - Grade 1-2 Program
Session 2 - Skill Development
Fundamental Movement Skills & Fielding (45-60 Mins)
Learning Intention

TIME

Develop and understand the concept of ‘pick up and throwing’ towards
a target
AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
(SEE PAGE 13)

Physical
Literacy
Coaching Focus

Cones to create
a playing area

ACPMP029

Awareness

ACPMP025

Engagement
& Enjoyment

Activity

EQUIPMENT

Red Rover

Basic
Coaching Tips

Warm Up
0-10 min

yy

Simple FMS - Jump,
jog, hop, skip & run.

yy

Grip the ball firmly.

yy

Watch the ball in to
your hand.

yy

Watch the ball
into your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

yy

Watch the ball
into your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

Skills Activities

10-20 min

Hurricane
Handling

1 ball per student

20-30 min

Clear Your
Cricket Backyard

2 ropes, 8 cones,
lots of small balls,
2+ Scorcher balls

30-40 min

Target
Takedown

1 ball per pair, 2
ropes, targets (any
equipment, including
stumps and cones)

ACPMP029

Coordination

ACPMP027

Purpose &
Reasoning

Respect Teammates – I am a respectful supportive & helpful team mate.

Focus Questions

Suggested Classroom Activity

1.	
What will help you get the ball closer to the target
when throwing.

ACPPS020
Examine health messages and how they relate to health
decisions and behaviours.

2. Why do we step towards the target when throwing?
3. Why do we need to have soft hands when catching?
4. Why do we need to bend our knees when fielding a ball?

EQUIPMENT

20

20

4

Find our video resources at community.cricket.com.au/schools
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2

2

CHANGE IT UP!

Red Rover

level 1 – Locomotion Call
yy

The teacher calls out a specific movement
and all runners must respond accordingly
(running, hopping, jumping, bounding,
running backwards etc).

level 2 – Lakes and Islands
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
Cones to create
a playing area

yy

Using cones, create ‘lakes’ or ‘islands’ in
the playing area.

yy

Lakes are out of bounds. Taggers and
runners must dodge around them.

yy

Islands are safe zones where runners may
not be tagged. Runners may only stay on
an island for 3 seconds.

Instructions

level 3 – Linked Runners

yy

2 or more students are taggers and begin in the middle of the playing area.

yy

yy

All other students are runners and start at one end.

yy

The teacher calls ‘red rover all over’.

yy

Runners run across the playing area to the ‘safe zone’ avoiding taggers.

yy

Runners that are tagged become taggers and must stand stationary and
try to tag runners.

yy

The teacher continues to call ‘red rover all over’ until just 1 runner remains.
They are the winner.

yy

The teacher may call out variations of runners, i.e. ‘red rover all over,
runners wearing black shorts’.

Coaching
yy

Listen to the specific instructions and respond accordingly.

yy

Be aware of your classmates around you.

The teacher calls out a specific number.
Based on this number, students link arms
together and coordinate their movements
to get across the square.

Ensure the playing area
is big enough to move
around safely.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

How does this activity relate to the game of cricket?

yy

How can you avoid being tagged?

Safe Zone

Safe Zone

15m

20

HURRICANE
HANDLING

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Ball Wraps
yy Wrap the ball around your head/
waist/knees/ankles.
yy Race up and down the body.
yy Figure 8s between knees.

skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding

1

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment

yy Listen to the specific cue being
given and react accordingly.

level 2 – Challenge Catching
1 ball per
student

yy Throw the ball in the air to yourself
clap/spin/jump/touch the ground
before catching.
yy Throw the ball under 1 leg and catch it.

Instructions

yy Throw the ball in the air or let it bounce.

yy Each student has a ball.
yy The teacher calls out and demonstrates a ball handling
challenge and students copy.
yy Keep it fast, fun and provide skill variations to challenge
different abilities.
yy Get creative and make your own ball handling challenges!
yy If students are finding the activity too challenging,
use scorcher balls.

yy Hold the ball in 1 hand and the other
hand underneath ready to catch.
Drop the ball and catch.
yy Try catching with 1 hand and
alternate hands.

level 3 – Races
yy Race to complete 20 catches or see
how many catches you can complete
in 30 seconds.

Coaching
yy Watch the ball all the way into your hands.

yy Race to see who can wrap the ball
around their head, waist, knees, ankles
the quickest.

yy Cup hands together and give with the ball.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy Which challenge was the hardest and why?
yy Why do you need to watch the ball?

Ensure the area is
large enough to move
around safely.
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Clear Your
Cricket
Backyard

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Mixed Method Reaction
yy

Call out a specific way to get the ball to the
opposite side, i.e. rolling along the ground,
overarm, underarm, bowling, bounce once,
throw to catch on the full or which hand to use.

level 2 – Scorcher Ball
skill
Focus
Bowling &
Fielding

Group
Size

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
2 ropes,
8 cones, lots of
small balls, 2+
scorcher balls

Whole class

Instructions
yy

2 teams line up behind the ropes at opposite ends of the playing area.

yy

Students deliver the balls continuously across to the other side for a set period.

yy

The team with the most balls on the other side is the winner.

yy

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm throwing and
then bowling.

yy

Introduce scorcher balls to the middle of
the safety zone.

yy

Students aim to hit the scorcher balls past
the opposing team’s cones.

level 3 – Linking Play
yy

Pass the ball a predetermined amount
of times (2, 3, or 4 times) between team
mates, before releasing it to the other side.
Remember to communicate with your team.

yy Instruct and demonstrate
to students to bounce the
ball in the middle of the
safety zone when throwing
or bowling. You may
also have to increase the
playing area so as not to
have students hit.

This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the difference
between throwing (bent arm) and bowling (straight arm) as you
move between skills.

Coaching
yy

When fielding, keep your eyes on the ball and get your body low to the ground.

yy

When bowling, stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and
release the ball with a straight elbow.

yy Only adults may enter the
‘safety zone’ between the
ropes, to collect balls and
remove targets.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Explain the difference between throwing and bowling.

yy

What will help you get the ball closer to the target when throwing?

4m

4m

Safe Zone
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TARGET
TAKEDOWN
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding &
Bowling

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

2

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Distance
yy

Every time the target is hit, the student
steps away from the target.

yy

See how far partners can separate.
This will assist to challenge
both advanced and less
skilled students.

Equipment
2 ropes, 1 ball
per pair,
targets (any
equipment)

yy

Studentss form pairs and stand on opposite sides of ropes 10m apart.

yy

Pairs create their own targets with whatever equipment is available.

yy

Pairs deliver the ball back and forth at their target.

yy

Students score 10 points every time the target is hit or create your own
scoring challenges.

yy

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm throwing and
then bowling.
This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the
difference between throwing (bent arm) and bowling
(straight arm) as you move between skills.

Coaching
yy

Momentum towards the target.

yy

Stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release the ball
with a straight elbow.

Ask the STUDENTS
What is the main difference between throwing and bowling?

yy

What is the purpose of a run up?

yy

Encourage students to experiment with their
run up, prior to releasing the ball.

yy

Don’t over complicate it – keep it simple!

level 3 – Try A New Target

Instructions

yy

level 2 – Run in and Bowl

10m
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yy

Vary the challenge by rotating pairs to
another pairs target, or challenge students
to build a more difficult target.

Woolworths Cricket Blast
Health & PE - Grade 1-2 Program
Session 3 - Skill Development
Fundamental Movement Skills & STRIKING (45-60 Mins)
Learning Intention

Integrate ball tracking & footwork in fielding and striking contexts
AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
(SEE PAGE 13)

Physical
Literacy
Coaching Focus

4 ball, 10 cones,
2 sets of stumps

ACPMP025

Content Knowledge

Catching All Stars

1 ball, 1 cone per pair

ACPMP025

Collaboration

20-30 min

Batting Blast

6 bats, 6 balls,
12 cones,
2 scorcher balls

30-40 min

Knock ’em Down,
Build ’em Up

6 Balls, 6 cones,
6 sets of stumps

TIME

Activity

EQUIPMENT

Captains Circuit

Basic
Coaching Tips

Warm Up
0-10 min

yy

Simple FMS - Jump,
jog, hop, skip & run.

yy

Grip the ball firmly.

yy

Watch the ball into
your hand.

yy

Watch the ball into
your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

yy

Watch the ball into
your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

Skills Activities

10-20 min

ACPMP049

Motivation

ACPMP031

Strategy &
Planning

Respect Classmates and Be Inclusive – I will include and work well with all my peers.

Focus Questions

Suggested Classroom Activity

1.	
Where should our eyes be when we are batting.

ACPPS020
Examine health messages and how they relate to health
decisions and behaviours.

2.	What do we do with our feet when the ball is coming towards
us when batting?

EQUIPMENT

20

20

6

2

Find our video resources at community.cricket.com.au/schools
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6

2

Captain’s
Circuit
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding

Whole class

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Fundamental Movement Skills
yy

Begin with fundamental movement skills
only including running, skipping, hopping,
jumping, side stepping.

yy

Add cricket skills once students
get the hang of it.

level 2 – Get Creative

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment

yy

Lots of
equipment & 1
ball per student

Allow students to get creative and
encourage them to use any equipment
they like and get imaginative to create
challenges and obstacles.

level 3 – On your marks

Instructions

yy

Make it a race – Race your partner, your
team and/or the clock.

yy

Teachers use a variety of equipment to create an obstacle circuit
for their students.

yy

yy

Students have their own ball which they carry to use around the circuit.

yy

Teachers get creative and include a range of cricket skills and movement
styles and seek feedback from students about their favourite obstacles.

yy

Example course:

Make it a relay – Each student is responsible
for a specific section of the circuit. Once the
first student has completed the first skill, they
tag the second and they complete the next
skill… and so on. Mix up the allocation of skills
each time so they get a chance to experience
a variety of different skills.

1.

Fundamental Movement Skills – Jump or hop over hurdles.

2.

Batting – Using your bat, dribble around the stumps.

3.

Catching – Take 5 clap catches.

4.

Throwing – Throw at the target.

5.

Fundamental Movement Skills – Balance along the rope.

6.

Batting – Hit at the target.

7.

Fundamental Movement Skills – Weave through the stumps.

8.

Bowling – Bowl at the target.

As a starting point, consider using 4
sets of stumps as the corners of the
square to create your obstacle course.

Coaching
yy

Emphasise the basics – free swing of the bat, bowl with a straight arm, keep
your eye on the ball, point at your target, cup hands together.

yy

Get creative and work as a team.

Ask the STUDENTS

1

yy

What part of the course was the easiest and why?

yy

What part of the course was the hardest and why?

2

8

3
7

4

6

5
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CATCHING
ALL STARS

CHANGE IT UP!
LEVEL 1 - Cone Catching
yy Introduce a cone.
yy Catch holding the cone like a bowl
or like a pyramid.

LEVEL 2 - Races
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding

2

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball,
1 cone between
each pair

Instructions
yy Pairs stand 3-5m apart with 1 ball.
yy Students underarm back and forth taking turns throwing
and catching.
»» Create your own catching challenges:
»» Catch with 1 hand and alternate hands.
»» Clap between catching the ball.
»» Introduce a second ball. Underarm your ball while
simultaneously catching your partner’s ball.

yy Race to complete 20 catches or see
how many catches you can complete
in 30 seconds.

LEVEL 3 - Distance
yy If you take a catch, step away from
your partner. If you drop a catch, step
closer. See how far you can separate.

LEVEL 4 - Catching Crossfire
yy 4-6 students stand in a 5m wide
circle facing their partner.
yy Pairs continually underarm the ball
to each other aiming for the ball to
bounce off other moving balls before
catching.

Coaching
yy Watch the ball until it’s in your hands.

A great way to engage your
Blast Crew in the beginning of
the program.

yy Cup hands together and give with the ball.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy Why do you need to give with the ball when catching?
yy How did you position your hands? Why?
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Batting
Blast

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Delivery
yy

Bowlers begin with underarm throws
and scorcher balls.

yy

When appropriate, students may progress
to overarm bowling and small balls.

level 2 – Use Your Feet
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Batting

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 bat,
1 small ball,
1 scorcher ball,
2 cones per pair

yy

Create a crease line using a rope.

yy

Start behind the crease line then move to
hit the ball from in front of it.

level 3 – Sweep Shots
yy

Batter’s play sweep shots and reverse sweep
shots though the target.

Instructions
yy

Pair students.

yy

Make one the batter and one the bowler. If space or equipment is limited,
group students in groups of 3 and include a fielder behind the bowler.

yy

The bowler delivers the ball to the batter who hits between the target or
at their own target.

yy

Once a bowler completes 3 deliveries, students swap roles.

yy

Make up your own scoring system, students love scoring challenges.

yy

If batters are finding the activity too challenging, shorten the pitch, create
a larger target or roll the ball along the ground.

Allow plenty of room
between batters with
at least 4m either side.

Rather than tees, use scorcher balls! The objective of
batting is to judge and respond to a moving ball.

Coaching
yy

Watch the ball.

yy

Move towards the ball and have a free swing of the bat.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

What happens if you lift your head?

yy

Explain what happened when you hit or missed the ball.

4m

4m
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4m

KNOCK ’EM DOWN,
BUILD ’EM UP

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Length Bowling
yy

Lay ropes across the pitch and have bowlers
try to land the ball between the ropes.

yy

Gradually bring the ropes closer together
if students are finding it too easy.

Level 2 – Run Up and Bowl
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Bowling

2-4

SET UP
TIME

COMPLEXITY

Equipment
6 balls, 6 cones,
6 sets of stumps

yy

Lay a rope a few meters behind the bowler’s
stumps. Bowlers start behind this rope to
create a run up.

yy

Let students experiment with their run up.
Keep it simple!

Level 3 – Battleships
Instructions
yy

Group students in small groups of up to 4.

yy

Make one a wicket keeper and others bowlers.

yy

Bowlers bowl at the stumps, if they hit the stumps, remove a single stump.
If they miss, leave the stumps alone. Keep removing stumps when they
are hit until only the base is left.

yy

Once the base is hit, add a stump back in. Add a stump every time
a student hits the stumps to rebuild.

yy

The first team to ‘knock ’em down, build ’em up’ is the winner.

yy

Have pairs rotate between wicket keeper and bowler each time
the stump is hit.

Coaching

yy

Use a variety of equipment as bowling targets,
or ‘battleships’, on the pitch.

yy

When a student hits a ‘battleship’, it is ‘sunk’
and removed from the game.

yy

The first team to sink all battleships is
the winner.

yy

Allow students to place their own battleships.

Ask the STUDENTs

yy

Watch the ball into your hands.

yy

Stretch the arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release
the ball with a straight elbow.

2m

3m

12m
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yy

How can you make it easier or harder?

yy

When aiming at the target, is it important
to throw as hard and fast as possible?

Woolworths Cricket Blast
Health & PE - Grade 1-2 Program
Session 4 - Skill Development
FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT SKILLS & BOWLING (45-60 Mins)
Learning Intention

TIME

Demonstrate ability to bowl with a straight arm towards a target

Activity

EQUIPMENT

Yes, No, Wait

2 ropes or
marked lines

AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
(SEE PAGE 13)

Physical
Literacy
Coaching Focus

ACPMP030

Relationships

Basic
Coaching Tips

Warm Up
0-10 min

yy

Clear & loud
communication.

yy

Stretch the arm as
high as possible.

yy

Brush your ear and
release the ball with
a straight elbow.

yy

Watch the ball into
your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

yy

Watch the ball into
your hand.

yy

Step towards target
when throwing.

Skills Activities

10-20 min

20-30 min

30-40 min

Bowling
FUNdamentals

6 balls, 6 cones,
6 sets of stumps,
2 ropes

Skills Races

8 cones, 20 balls,
8 sets of stumps,
2 ropes

Renegade Relays

4 Balls, 4 stumps,
4 Bats, 4 cones

ACPMP025

Content Knowledge

ACPMP027

Purpose &
Reasoning

ACPMP029

Collaboration

Respect the game, teachers & volunteers – I respect the game, its officials, volunteers and teachers who help.

Focus Questions

Suggested Classroom Activity

1.	
Is our elbow straight or bent when bowling?
2.	What does your bowling action need to look like when you
are bowling? (like a star, cartwheel)
yy Arm high as possible.

ACPPS020
Examine health messages and how they relate to health
decisions and behaviours.

yy Straight arm with bunny ear grip on the ball.

EQUIPMENT

20

8

8

Find our video resources at community.cricket.com.au/schools
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4

2

CHANGE IT UP!

YES NO WAIT

level 1 – Locomotion movement
yy

Make the playing area smaller to make the
game easier.

yy

Add in different movement styles like skipping
or zigzagging across the playing area.

level 2 – RACES
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball each,
lots of cones

Instructions
yy

Place 6 cones to create a rectangle playing area. Line ‘A’ is the YES line.
Line ‘B’ is the WAIT line. Line ‘C’ is the NO line.

yy

Students line up on one side ‘C’ facing the opposite line ‘A’.

yy

The teacher calls out one of the three commands:

yy

•

YES: The students run all the way through to the opposite line.

•

NO: The students remain where they are.

•

WAIT: The students move out to the half way line ‘B’.

Each student makes a choice if they would like to run with the bat,
single stump or nothing at all.

yy

Make it a race. The last one back to the crease
line is “run out” for the next round and must
complete 20 figure 8s through their legs before
returning to the game.

level 3 – Pairs Challenge
yy

Have half your class pair up. The other half
are fielders.

yy

The teacher no longer makes the calls but
rather one member of each pair.

yy

Teachers throw a ball for fielders to field back
to the teacher by throwing to each other.

yy

Fielders are attempting to run out the runners
by throwing the ball to the teacher when the
runner is between a line.

yy

Runners must make 2 runs up and back before
they swap with their pair.

yy

When all pairs have run swap fielders
and pairs.

Coaching
yy

Use loud and direct communication.

yy

Try hand signals to communicate, like putting up your hand for NO.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Why is communication important when running between wickets?

YES

A

B

NO
WAIT
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C

Bowling
FUNdamentals

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Length Bowling
yy

Lay ropes across the pitch and have bowlers
try to land the ball between the ropes.

yy

Gradually bring the ropes closer together
if students are finding it too easy.

Level 2 – Run Up and Bowl
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Bowling

2-4

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball, 1 set of
stumps, 1 cone
per pair, 2 ropes

Instructions
yy

Pair students.

yy

Make one a bowler and one a wicket keeper.

yy

Bowlers bowl 3 deliveries at the stumps then swap roles with the
wicket keeper.

yy

If space or equipment are limited place students in groups of up to 4.

yy

If students find the activity too challenging, shorten the pitch or place
2 stumps together to create a larger target.

Coaching
yy

Grip the ball comfortably in your hand.

yy

Stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release
the ball with a straight arm.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

How did you grip the ball in your hand?

yy

What other actions are like a bowling action?
(windmill, airplane, cartwheel).

2m

3m

12m
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yy

Lay a rope a few meters behind the
bowler’s stumps. Bowlers start behind
this rope to create a run up.

yy

Let students experiment with their run up.
Keep it simple!

Level 3 – KNOCK ’EM DOWN, BUILD ’EM UP
yy

If students hit the stumps, remove a single
stump. If they miss, leave the stumps alone.
Keep removing stumps when they are hit
until only the base is left.

yy

Once the base is hit add a stump back in.
Add a stump every time a student hits the
stump to rebuild.

yy

The first team to ‘knock ’em down,
build ’em up’ is the winner.

yy

Have pairs rotate between wicket keeper
and bowler each time the stump is hit.

Level 4 – Battleships
yy

Use a variety of equipment as bowling targets,
or ‘battleships’, on the pitch.

yy

When a student hits a ‘battleship’, it is ‘sunk’
and removed from the game.

yy

The first team to sink all battleships is
the winner.

yy

Allow students to place their own battleships.

SKILLS
RACES

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Make it easier
yy

Students walk between challenges
instead of running.

yy

Everyone is part of one team and try
to beat a set time as a group.

Level 2 – Make it harder
skill
Focus
Multi Skill

Group
Size

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Whole Class

Equipment
8 cones, 20
balls, 8 sets of
stumps, 2 ropes

yy

Increase the distance from the cones
to the target.

yy

Each challenge has a required skill that needs
to be used e.g. bowl through the square.

Instructions
yy

It’s a race of skills that students complete.

yy

Lay a rope to create a starting and finishing area.

Coaching

yy

Have students stand in the middle with a ball each.

yy

Watch the ball into your hand.

yy

Students choose their own path, but must successfully complete
a challenge before moving on.

yy

Step towards target when throwing.

yy

Students can roll, throw or bowl at the targets/challenges.

Ask the STUDENTS

yy

When students have completed all the challenges they return to the middle.

yy

yy

The first 3 students to the middle after completing the race are the winners.

Who can tell me a skill we use in the
game of cricket?

yy

After a round, the students recreate new targets and the race begins again.
Let students get creative with targets!

yy

How can we change the skills races
to make them easier/harder?

FINISHED AREA
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Renegades
Relays
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Hurricane Handling
yy

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment

level 2 – Relay Skills
yy

1 bat, 1 set
of stumps,
1 scorcher ball,
1 small ball, 2
cones per group

3-4

Perform a ball handling challenge at the
top of the run (see Hurricane Handling –
Sessions 3 & 4).
Example Routine: Hop to the cone with
your ball, complete 3 figure 8s between your
knees and run back to your group.

Perform a cricket skill at the top of your run
such as hitting, throwing or bowling a ball at
your set of stumps.
Example Routine: Skip to your cone with
your ball, place the ball on the cone and hit it
towards your stumps.

level 3 – Knock ’Em Down
Instructions
yy

Students line up behind their cone facing the stumps.

yy

On the teacher’s call students run to the top cone and back following
the teacher’s movement or skill instruction.

yy

Get creative and make your own skill and movement challenges
including running, skipping, backwards, hopping, jumping.

yy

Stagger the start to challenge all students.

yy

Can be used when incorporating a batting,
bowling or throwing skill into a relay.

yy

If students hit the stumps, remove a single
stump. If they miss, leave the stumps alone.
Keep removing stumps when they are hit until
only the base is left.

yy

The first team to hit the base and ‘knock em
down’ is the winner.

Movement demonstration is key. To ensure everyone’s success
is acknowledged have an award for ‘most improved movement’.

Coaching
yy

Listen to the cue being given before reacting.

yy

Move in a straight line towards the target.

yy Ensure removed stumps
are safely positioned not to
become a tripping hazard.
yy Ensure the groups are
spread apart, especially
if batting is included.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

How can you get to the cone faster?

yy

Why are these skills important?

4m

4m

8m

8m
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Design your own Woolworths
Cricket Blast Health & PE Program
UNIT LEARNING INTENTION AND CURRICULUM OUTCOMES

OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE

LEARNING
INTENTION

CURRICULUM WARM
LINKS
UP

SKILLS ROTATION
ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY 3

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Select from the suite of activities in this manual. Activity videos can be found at
www.community.cricket.com.au/schools/CricketBlastHPE
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GROUP
GAME

ASSESSMENT
FOCUS

Additional Activities
35

Cricket
Crossfire

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Target Challenge
yy

Place 2 stumps together to create a
larger target or position the stumps to
accommodate less skilled students or
to challenge advanced students.

level 2 – Knock Down the Castle
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding &
Bowling

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball and cone
per student &
1 set of stumps
per group

8

yy

Encourage students to get creative with any
equipment they like to build an exciting target,
‘castle’, in the middle of the circle.

yy

Following the teacher’s skill instruction,
students try to beat the clock to knock down
the castle.

Instructions
yy

Pair students with 1 ball per pair.

yy

Depending on class size, you can get multiple games happening at once.

yy

Students stand in a circle, facing their partner approximately 15m away.

yy

Stumps are placed in the middle as a target.

yy

Deliver the ball back and forth aiming at the stumps.

yy

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm and then bowling.

Only teachers may enter the
‘safety zone’ to collect balls.

This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the
difference between throwing (bent arm) and bowling
(straight arm) as you move between skills.
yy

Students score 10 points every time they hit the stumps or create your own
scoring challenges.

Coaching
yy

Momentum towards the target.

yy

When bowling, stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear
and release the ball with a straight elbow.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Why do we need momentum towards the target when throwing?

yy

What is the difference between throwing and bowling?

8m

Safe Zone

Safe Zone

8m
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Risky
Run Outs

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Fielder – Field a Moving Ball
yy

Instead of fielding a stationary ball, the wicket
keeper rolls the ball to a similar area where the
stationary ball was positioned and the fielder
fields and throws to the wicket keeper.

Level 2 – Runner – Runner Makes Decision
skill
Focus
Fielding

Group
Size

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball, 2 sets
of stumps,
1 bat, cones

4 per team

yy

The wicket keeper rolls the ball further and in
a different direction each time.

yy

The fielder fields the ball and throws to the
wicket keeper.

yy

Runners must decide when it is safe to complete
runs, rather than automatically attempting to
complete 2 runs (up and back), and complete
as many runs as they can. They score as many
runs as they have completed.

yy

If the runner is not safe in their crease when the
ball is returned to the wicket keeper, they are out
and receive no runs. The fielder receives 2 runs.

Instructions
yy

2 teams. One team is running between the wickets and one team is fielding.

yy

Depending on class size, you can get multiple games happening at once.

yy

2 pitches of 12m are set up parallel to each other.

yy

On the teacher’s call, the runner sets off to complete 2 runs (up and back).

level 3 – Linking Play

yy

Simultaneously, the fielder runs to field the ball and throw it to the wicket
keeper (teacher) at the stumps.

yy

The entire fielding team are in play.

yy

Fielders must pass the ball an amount of times
(2, 3 or 4 times) between team mates, prior to
returning the ball to the wicket keeper to run
out the runner.

yy

Remember to communicate with your
team mates!

yy

If the runner beats the ball they score 2 runs. If the ball beats the runner,
they are out. The fielder receives 2 runs.

yy

After all students have had a turn, teams swap roles.

yy

To make the game more challenging for fielders, challenge throwers to
make a ‘direct hit’, with no wicket keeper. A student should be rotated
in to field balls a safe distance behind the stumps.

Coaching
yy

Run in a straight line – it’s quicker!

yy

Reach out using the full length of the bat to slide
it over the crease.

Ask the students
yy

Explain what position you got into to field the ball.

yy

Explain how you turned at the cone or stump
when running between the wickets.
Place a safety cone well
back from the stumps to
manage the teams and
ensure no collisions.

4m

12m
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CHANGE IT UP!

Sink The Ship

level 1 – LINKING PLAY
yy

Pass the ball a predetermined amount of times
(2, 3, or 4 times) between team mates, before
returning to the ship. Remember to have teams
communicate.

level 2 – Multiple Circles
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

8

Equipment
Lots of balls
(1+ per student),
1 rope or cones

Instructions
yy

Create a circle, ‘ship’, with a rope or cones and fill with balls.

yy

The students stands in the circle. They are the throwers, ‘pirates’.

yy

Students surround the circle. They are the fielders.

yy

Pirates empty the circle of balls as quickly as possible by throwing balls
in all directions.

yy

Fielders field and return balls to the ship as quickly as possible to sink
the ship.

yy

If fielders are finding the activity too challenging, slow down the speed
of the throw.

Pirates challenge fielders with their throws through ground balls,
flat catches, and high catches.

Coaching
yy

Keep your eyes on the ball.

yy

Move towards the ball in a straight line.

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

How can you increase your chance of stopping the ball?

yy

Why do you need to communicate with your team mates?
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yy

Create a second or third circle for pirates to
throw and fielders to return balls to.

yy

Use cones to highlight the colour of the circle.

yy

Challenge students by changing the cues,
such as red, blue or green cones to determine
which circle is in play.

yy

Have all circles in play and award and vary
points for balls returned to circles.

Students are pirates. Students may not
have the sense to avoid fielders with
throws as they return balls to the circle.

Anywhere
Cricket
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Modified
Game of
Cricket

3-5

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Get Creative

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Encourage students to use a range of
equipment and get imaginative with their
game as they would in the backyard or at
lunch time at school.

yy

Encourage students to consider introducing
rules including ‘tippity-go’, ‘1 hand 1 bounce’
or other game constraints.

Equipment
1 bat, 1 set of
stumps, 1 ball, 1
cone per group
Ensure fielders are at least
10m away from the batter.

Instructions
yy

Set in a large open space.

yy

Students form smaller groups of 3-5 and creates their own cricket game.

yy

Each student should get an equal turn batting and bowling.

Coaching
yy

yy

Use your imagination – get creative!

Ask the STUDENTS
yy

Ask students to explain their game to the whole group.

yy

How could your game be improved?

10m+
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The Australian Junior
Cricket Pathway
The Junior Cricket Pathway
provides a path from Woolworths
Cricket Blast all the way to
Australian and Big Bash Teams.
The Junior Cricket Pathway includes a staged
approach to help kids develop the required skills in
a fun and action packed way. The stages have been
developed based on research, testing and community
feedback and are considerate of the physical, mental
and emotional development of kids.

A key principle of the Australian Cricket Pathway is to
encourage players to participate at the stage that is
appropriate to their ability level, therefore the ages
outlined are indicative only, and could vary for girls
and boys based on previous experience.
Woolworths Cricket Blast is the first step on the
pathway, and is made up of two levels: Junior Blasters
is for kids new to cricket, or still developing the
fundamentals and Master Blasters is for kids that have
mastered the basics and can bowl with a straight arm
over 14 metres.
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